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This paper addresses a number of issues concerning both the status of phenomenology in the work
of one of its classical expositors, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, and the general relation between theoretical models and evidence in phenomenological accounts. In so doing, I will attempt to explain
Merleau-Ponty’s departure from classical transcendental accounts in Husserl’s thought and why
Merleau-Ponty increasingly elaborated on them through aesthetic rationality. The result is a phenomenology that no longer understands itself as foundational and no longer understands itself in
the strict opposition of intuition and concept. Rather both emerge from an operative experience
generated in the exchange between situated embodied knowing and historical knowledge.
The whole question amounts to…not making language into a product of consciousness
on the excuse that consciousness is not a product of language (402).
Philosophy is not the reﬂection of a pre-existing truth, but, like art, the act of bringing
truth into being (xx).

The argument that emerges from the early chapters of Merleau-Ponty’s
early major work, The Phenomenology of Perception, seemed to mount a
classical defense of Husserl’s account of passive synthesis and embodiment.
Accordingly, phenomenology arises as a descriptive rational undertaking
based upon the habitual experiential manifold to which it has access in
virtue of our lived embodiment. For Merleau-Ponty, this ‘access’ had largely
been misconstrued by classical versions of empiricism and rationalism.
Empiricists, he believed, reduced the habitus of an embodied subject to an
irrational ﬂux of associated habits while rationalists subsumed it beneath
the possessive agency of intentional acts. The results denied the lived or
motivated eﬃcacity of embodiment itself in a world intrinsically (or always
already) meaningful. The signiﬁcance of this is twofold: on the one hand, the
lived experience of the body cannot be understood as a simply represented
(or actively constituted) ‘manifold.’ It arises temporally, that is, as associated within the temporal horizons that a prereﬂective ‘body-synthesis’ or
schematism makes possible. On the other hand, the body cannot be understood as a set of associated images or causal events. It still remains linked to
voluntary action, an Ich Kann, one that unfolds within an intelligible ﬁeld
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—as a motivated sequencing of events. Like the horizonality of time itself,
this ﬁeld remains an open-ended, and indeterminate or “unﬁnished work
(ouvrage inachevé),” dependent upon the lived intervention and articulation
of embodiment itself (406).
Now while Husserl himself thought that the status of such descriptions
amounted to eidetic or essential analyses that were phenomenologically
exhibited through a rational intuitive seeing of experiential essences (Wesensschau), Merleau-Ponty demurred from Husserl’s overly idealized account of
rational reﬂection for their grasp. He thus similarly regarded phenomenology
as an “unﬁnished” work (inachèvement) (xxi). Corresponding to his overly
intellectualized (and idealized) notion of agency, Merleau-Ponty thought
Husserl remained too Kantian, bifurcating experience into matter and form
in holding that consciousness would bestow meaning upon experiential
contents (243n). Reﬂection accordingly might initiate a ‘static’ phenomenological analysis of such givens. Still, the relationship between the world as an
intrinsically meaningful embodied ﬁeld and consciousness’s bestowal of such
meanings (noesis and noema) remained both ambiguous and problematic.
The results were thought to be indeterminately or inadequately conceptualized—as for example was the case of the account of their ‘motivation’ itself, a
concept that remained explicitly and famously ﬂuid (ﬂieszende) in Husserl’s
work (49). Indeed, Merleau-Ponty believed that when further emphasis on
the temporal horizons of consciousness emerged, Husserl came steadily to
abandon this form of Kantianism. In eﬀect however (as the notions of passive synthesis or bodily synthesis attest) both thinkers still acknowledged the
Kantian claim that all analysis presupposes synthesis, the problems of ‘pure
synthesis’ or productive imagination (152: 192). Merleau-Ponty, nonetheless,
believed it forced the implicit abandonment of the disembodied “philosophy
of essences” to which Husserl had been initially committed (49n).
From the outset, Merleau-Ponty also insisted on understanding such
intuitions not only as “adumbrations,” but more proximate to experiential
inductions, always dependent upon their context or structure for their
intelligibility. Such ‘inductions’ however would be inadequately conceived
simply enumeratively but would, in depending upon their genesis or ‘situation,’ also “consist in correctly reading the phenomena, in grasping their
meaning” within experiential contexts (108). Yet it was unclear what this
would theoretically entail.
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This is an attempted resolution of an ancient problem for phenomenology. As early as 1901, Paul Natorp had insisted that Husserl’s account
of ideality needed to be articulated through “the Concept of Time itself ”
(sic), at risk of turning the real into a ungraspable surd.1 For Natorp, it
was instead a question of articulating or “constructing” subjectivity within
a preconstructed ﬁeld of objectivity. Throughout, Merleau-Ponty insisted
on understanding phenomenology not simply by pure description but also
in reference to the science of his time. He similarly found an account of a
lived logic (logique vécue) or operative rationality (raison opérante) revealed in
various phenomena of the human sciences: sociology, history, psychoanalysis,
linguistics, economics and even in the relativity theory in physics (49). But,
following Aron Gurwitsch, he especially singled out the contributions of
Gestalt psychology to explain perception, again revealing a situation and a
tacit knowledge already meaningful—and beyond the Kantian distinctions,
already ‘informed’ (60-1). Such a experiential setting (or “lifeworld”) escapes
the conceptual or constitutive imposition of theoretical form.
Here is where the complexity of the issue becomes pointed. As Gurwitsch had also intimated, even “the concept of the ‘lifeworld,’ world of daily
existence, etc., is after all a polemical concept…If we didn’t have science
we wouldn’t need this concept.”2 This meant that the conceptualization of
such experience would not involve a simple return to the ‘silence’ of lived
experience, succumbing to what philosophers of science like Wilfred Sellars
regarded as the myth of the given.3 Instead an “operative intentionality” is
revealed that, to use ancient terms still at stake in Husserl’s account of adumbrated motivation, is experientially both ‘explicated’ and ‘complicated.’4
That is, it involves an experience that unfolds (an explicatio) not only as
experientially situated or embodied but always articulated or boundup (a
complicatio) within a theoretical context which remains unintelligible outside
of the ‘readings’ of its conceptual horizons.
Notoriously, Merleau-Ponty’s own phenomenological descriptions
seemed to many very unscientiﬁc and lacking in rigor, especially concerning how the experiential and the conceptual would be schematically joined
together: the problem of how such situated or virtual knowing is to be
related to knowledge itself. Such a “lived logic” revealed that perception
was already prereﬂectively attuned to the meanings of the perceptual ﬁeld,
without needing an interpretive act nor being reducible to perceptual stimuli.
The question of knowledge was not however without links to inference and
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interpretation (37). Even though it was clear that he thought them to be
related and that “in no case can consciousness entirely cease to be what it is
in perception, that is a fact,” and “that it cannot take full possession of its
operations,” the relation between situated knowing and situated knowledge
was unclear (50).5
Having declared that “rationality is not a problem,” the Phenomenology’s
Preface described true philosophy as consisting “in relearning to look (rapprendre à voir) at the world” (xx). At the same time such ‘relooking’ (also a
kind of “rereading,” recall) would be a complicated matter; such seeing is
not apprendable as the Schau of reﬂective constituting or Sinngebung, since
it relies upon a prereﬂective embodied work that has always already taken
place. It involved less a synthesis than a ‘synopsis,’ to speak Kant’s language;
it is more an articulative ‘joining together’ that exhibits a meaning as it
emerges within the horizons of lived experience than an active categorial
subsumption (276n).
It is not surprizing that Merleau-Ponty’s account takes in this Kantian
archive. Not only was he attempting to surpass French neo-Kantianism (e.g.,
Brunschwieg), Husserl himself had invoked genetic analysis in responding to
Natorp’s charge that he had failed to provide any account of the emergence
of intentional contents from the subjective ﬂux of experience.6 Husserl too
(following Natorp) had thought of experience as a kind of Heraclitiean
ﬂux. Still, he had declared that reﬂection was adequate enough to penetrate
its essential structure. To account for this he sought, behind Kant commitments to ﬁnitude (and perspectivism), the clarity and distinctness of
Cartesian precedents for phenomenological intution. By the time of the
Krisis he admitted that this Cartesianism suﬀered from a great “shortcoming” in that “it brings the ego into view as apparently devoid of content
(Inhaltsleer)” and would thus need to be augmented by historical reﬂection
and interpretation (K:155). Again it was not at all clear how this “zig-zag”
between concept and intution would entail.7 Some thought, for example,
that this emphasis upon the factical transcendence of history required that
he had given up the priority of the noisis-noema polarity. They wondered
(as would Merleau-Ponty) whether Husserl had begun to waver in these ﬁnal
writings, questioning whether ultimate adeqation could be had, granted the
‘”horizonal” character of experience.
Merleau-Ponty nonetheless had apparently found some agreement with
Kant. The Preface’s own account of phenomenology as a “relearning to see”
had compared phenomenological intuition to aesthetic judgment in Kant’s
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third Critique, in which “I am aware of a harmony between sensation and
concept, between myself and others, which is without any concept” (xvii).
Moreover, the model of aesthetic rationality was constantly invoked in the
conceptual exhibitions of the lived body itself. For example:
The body is to be compared, not to a physical object, but rather to a
work of art. In a picture or a piece of music the idea is incommunicable
by means other than the display of colors and sounds. Any analysis of
Cezannes’work, if I have not seen his pictures leaves me with a choice
between several possible Cezanne’s and it is the sight of the pictures
which provides me with the existing Cezanne, and therein the analysis
ﬁnd their full meaning (150).
His own articulemes for operative intentionality derived from this domain
in ways that conﬂicted later interpretors. For example, the ‘tragic hero’ of
The Phenomenology, a brained-injured patient named Schneider, lacked
the immediacy of a meaningful being in the world. “Schneider’s abstract
movements have lost their melodic ﬂow,” exhibiting a behavior that is lacking in our ordinary ‘attunement’ to the environment (116). Against this,
Schneider’s world is impoverished, disrupted and mechanical; his gestures
lack their “kinetic melody” (134).
We might agree that such aesthetic articulemes capture an account
of embodied perception that is after, namely, the intuitive, non-reﬂective
experience that dynamically attends (and is intentionally fulﬁlled through)
our lived involvement in the world. We can aﬃrm that “my life is made up
of rhythms which have not their reason in what I have chosen to be, but
their condition in the humdrum setting that is mine” (84). Still, both the
conceptual status and the conceptual implications of such claims remained
oblique. On the one hand, Merleau-Ponty wanted to continue Husserl’s
theoretical regime, especially after Experience and Judgment of analyzing
concepts through their genesis from primitive ‘aesthesiological’ contents, a
new form of transcendental aesthetic. On the other hand, he himself had
given up the account of reﬂective adequacy. In these very pages, we see
Merleau-Ponty worrying about whether there would be decisive experiments
in psychology, whether a certain underdeterminacy threatened such results,
raising the problem of their interpretation and again the problem of their
reading (118;108). But what does this imply phenomenologically?
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Certainly a Husserlian could aﬃrm the importance of the lived body.
Indeed, many of Merleau-Ponty’s descriptions were simply lifted from
Husserl’s acccount, such as in Ideas II. Consequently the phenomenology
of the lived body didn’t seem like the work of ﬁrst philosophy but of its
regional application. The latter text had simply been subtitled “studies in
the phenomenology of constitution.” Ideas II also contained constitutive
discussions concerning material nature, animal nature and the spiritual
world, grounded in a reﬂective transcendental ego. This was the move
Merleau-Ponty had denied. But what was doing the philosophical work?
Was it still simply a matter of describing the experience? The same could
be said even of his new understanding of the Wesensschau. Acknowledging
its insuﬃciencies seemingly left Merleau-Ponty with no place to ground its
employment. Indeed, things seemed even more strained than the classical
objections concerning its inferential shortcomings that haunted Husserl’s
own account, beginning with neoKantianism.
Such objections continually dogged phenomenology. The claim had
always been, as Natorp insisted, that only objectivities can beget objectivites
and that “subjectivity “ would need to be constructed out of objectivity.8
Husserl’s attempt to phenomenologically provide such a ‘construction’
through his genetic method seemed to beg the question. As Schlick would
put it, the question was not whether one could perform the Wesensschau
(or even whether it was an intentional matter), the question was whether
it amounted to knowledge.9 Sellars would later restate the case more forcefully: the idea of conceptually content-dependent synthetic necessity could
not be explained “in terms of ‘intuition’, ‘Wesensschau’ or the like.”10 Phenomenological ‘analyticity’ on its own, “evidence is evidencing,” remains
potentially (tautologously) vacuous, simply a logic of transcendental illusion
detached from conceptual inference. Even The Phenomenology of Perception’s
critique of “analytical reﬂection” also seemed to have few resources to reply
to this (xii). Its appeal to reﬂective judgment seemingly had lost Kant’s (and
neoKantian) claims about determinate objectivity.
As the invocation of the very term ‘situation’ attests, Merleau-Ponty,
like other ‘existentialists’ (eg. Heidegger or Adorno), had explicitly joined
Kierkegaard in the critique of objective thought (71). He had reaﬃrmed the
account of Husserlian genesis in arguing that Kant had himself not provided
an account of categorial genesis, calling Kant’s position a mythic faculty
construction. For Merleau-Ponty, this implied that Kant had missed the
insuﬃciency or transcendence of lived experience with regard to reﬂection,
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the operative experience of the world as an open and indeﬁnite unity. In
fact, in this regard he claimed that “what Kant shows in the Transcendental
Dialectic” he seems “to forget in the Analytic” (304). Indeed, “do we know
whether plenary objectivity can be conceived? Whether all perspectives are
compossible?” (220). The task was, rather than presupposing the objective
categories of transcendental experience (or even “to follow Kant in his deduction of one single space”), to experientially reveal its ‘genealogy’ (220).
Here in deﬁning “our cognitive powers in terms of our factual condition,” he
claimed that the strict distinction between the a priori and the a posteriori,
like that of form and matter, cannot be maintained. It is precisely at this
point that Husserl had turned back to Hume, albeit to articulate the eidetic
structures that underlie phenomena “on the hither side of any formation of
ideas” (220: cf. FTL:256ﬀ).
Yet how would such a “hither side” of concept formation emerge?
Granted Merleau-Ponty’s own demeurals from Husserl’s strict reﬂective
investments, what is the theoretical status of his own ‘aesthetic‘ descripions? As one commentator questioned at Merleau-Ponty’s defense of The
Phenomenology before the Société francaise de philosophie, why doesn’t this
“philosophy result in a novel?” Why aren’t Merleau-Ponty’s “ideas better
expressed in literature and in painting than in philosophy” (PP:31)?11 Merleau-Ponty was always interested in both, and framed his own descriptions
with many references to them. But that only begs the question. Why isn’t
this not just a turn toward, but a collapse into “non-philosophy,” to use a
term from his later works?
Critical to the problem of the theoretical status of decriptions is the
problem of their conceptual expression, the problem of language, where
these descriptions become further ‘complicated’ within our conceptual
“webs of beliefs.” Husserl seems to not have this conﬂict since he claimed
to be able to constitute (conceptual) language anew from its essential origin.
Merleau-Ponty, claiming that “consciousness cannot take full possession of
its operations” has given up such reﬂective baptism (Sinngebung). So he will
need to tell us more about the language of our theories. As he later admitted,
The Phenomenology here had been insuﬃcient in not including language in
its account of transcendental experience (VI:179). This insuﬃciency was
not only a question of a regional description, but of its own philosophical
and rational bases.
The Phenomenology addressed the cogito as a linguistic and cultural
acqusition, but contained very little about how such a reading enters into
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our experience. Instead, Merleau-Ponty insisted again on its collapse, that
language “promotes its own oblivion,” that the read cogito (Cogito lu) is an
invitation for us to reach the true silent cogito (401-2). Instead of a transcendentally conceptually clariﬁed experience, he argued for “a retreat (un
réduit) of not-being, a Self ” behind such experience (400). Such silence had
a lingering ‘existentialist’ edge to it. Almost combining Heidegger and Sartre,
Merleau-Ponty claims the tacit cogito “knows itself only in those extreme
situations in which it is under threat: for example in the dread of death or
another’s gaze upon me” (404). We are left with the relation between this
‘knows’ and knowledge; or between this knowing and the language in which
it becomes a “cogito only when it has found expession for itself ” (404).
The Phenomenology had initially grounded language in the inherent
meaningfulness of gesture, an originary expressiveness analogous to “singing
the world” (chanter le monde), to use its aesthetic metaphor (187). While,
perhaps more than any other phenomenologist, he was adept a incorporating the aesthetic into his text, here his language had grown oblique. In his
discussion of the evidence of child psychology, he had claimed that “language takes on a meaning for the child when it establishes a situation (il
fait situation) for him” (401). Still, the relation between situated knowing
(or ‘evidencing’) and situated (and historical) knowledge gives rise to an
almost endless series of questions. What is the relation between the “read”
cogito and the “silent” cogito? How does the silent cogito emerge from the
“read” cogito, and, shorn of reﬂective transcendental adequacy, how would
such a silence acknowledge the legitimacy of the purported transcendental
claim? If language establishes a situation, what is the relation between this
situation and the situated experience that is its virtual counterpart? What
is the relation between evidence and evidencing, beyond a naïve reduction
of the one to the other?
Husserl himself had sought to give an account of the transcendental
as a structural or historical a priori in his ﬁnal writings. In “The Origin of
Geometry,” he speciﬁcally concerns himself with the transcendental as a
cultural and linguistic acquisition. In The Phenomenology, Merleau-Ponty
remained remarkably silent on this issue. The only reference to “The Origin
of Geometry” claims that there Husserl provided an account of how the other
“enriches my thought,” rather than how my thought emerges from a cultural
a priori. Similarly what he calls already the “intermonde” of intersubjectivity
is based on the model of of how “I enter into a pact with the other person,
having resolved to live in an interworld in which I accord as much place
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to others as to myself ” (357). Neither of these is an apt characterization
of the intersubjective constitution of language. Language is not simply a
“pact” into which I enter, since I always presuppose it, nor is it reducible
to the contents of my idiolect—or any discrete speaker’s intentionality for
that matter. Thus The Phenomenology is open to the charge of still assuming the standpoint of the reﬂective stronghold Merleau-Ponty has rejected
in Husserl: historical reﬂection, like the true cogito, is a result of reﬂection
(Besinnung) or interrogation not its origin. But Merleau-Ponty still seemed
to be of two minds here. Even The Phenomenology’s account of the cogito
had appealed to the passage of tradition for the experience of truth:
…as Descartes maintained, it is true both that certain ideas are presented to me as irresistibly self-evident de facto and that this fact is
never valid de jure, and that it never does away with the possibility of
doubt arising as soon as we are no longer in the presence of the idea.
It is no accident that self-evidence may be called into question because
certainty is doubt, being the carrying forward of a tradition of thought
which cannot be condensed into an evident ‘truth’ without my giving
up all attempts to make it explicit (396).
But neither Descartes, who would overcome such uncertainty in the idea
of God, nor Husserl, who would claim precisely that the transcendental
ego is capable of making this all strictly explicit, could follow him here. If
this operative account were the ultimate account, as he later acknowledged,
it remained strangely disconnected from the prereﬂective “stronghold” by
which I am in contact with my mute experience (VI:171).
Thus the analogies may need to be disarticulated. Merleau-Ponty had
a sophisticated grasp of the constructive character of scientiﬁc theory. Yet,
having just declared that science does not simply “translate a truth relating
to nature in itself,” that “modern criticism of the sciences has clearly shown
the constructive element in them,” Merleau-Ponty declares that “speech is
as dumb as music, music is as eloquent as speech” (391). The analogy is
that children speak in the same way that they sing, that is, naturally, the
result of an incarnate expressability. Similarly, babbling is claimed to reveal
a spontaneous expressivity at work in speech. In all analogies however there
are diﬀerences at stake. Perhaps language does not establish an expressive
situation in the same way that the ‘prelinguistic’ body does for the child. The
leap from the “silent language whereby perception communicates with us”
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to culture, ‘natural history’ to the history of institutions, is perhaps further
complex (48).12 While the body is “the possiblity of situations” perhaps not
all of the situations which it enables are expressively the same. The body may
well never stop being what it is in perception, in which “I am not tied to any
one perspective,” like the gestalt switch in an ambiguous and indeterminate
ﬁgure (407). But the situation established in language may not be as ﬂexible
or ‘ﬂuid’ to use Husserl’s term. As we have seen, whatever else we have to
say about the cogito it would not be meaningful had Descartes not written
the Meditations and moreover not simply proceeded by an ambiguously
‘perceivable’ meaning or even a semantic invention, but an argument: “By
following the meaning of the words and the argument (le lien des idées), I
reach the conclusion that because I think, I am” (400).
Still, Merleau-Ponty maintained that this is only the spoken cogito
(parole parlé), not the constitutive or silent cogito upon which it is always
parasitic. Yet without the spoken cogito what would the silent cogito mean
aside from the strange limit experiences by which it is analogized to “know
itself ” (se connait) as a “presence of oneself to oneself ” that occurs “anterior
to any philosophy” (404)? Such ‘claims’ and even such experiences still seem
part of “the full thickness of cultural acquisition” (402). They resonnate with
(if not depend upon) not only the ‘culture’ of Husserl’s ‘European science’
or the ‘culture’ of existentialism, but that of surrealisms like Bataille’s. Merleau-Ponty once referred to a nascent “perceptual syntax” that “preceding
objective relationships,” and “before any word is uttered” structures perception (32,36). He also theorized it as a “pretext” or “silent language” (48). The
latter was claimed to be a “text which our knowledge tries to translate into
precise language” (xviii).13 But it was not at all clear —as he later acknowledged—how this silent ‘syntax’ and the logical syntax of an argument like
that of the Meditations (or the ‘argument’ of the Phenomenology’s chapter on
the Cogito itself ) interrelate (VI:175-6). He acknowledged, as has become
evident, that even perception itself involves a tradition; in the same way
that concepts depend upon historical sedimentation, so too the person who
perceives “has historical density, he takes up a perceptual tradition and is
faced with a present” (238). But now we are left with the question of the
relation between these two ‘traditions.’ Even in The Phenomenology it was
clear that in some sense it was tradition all the way down, that the present is
not constituted but emerges, like the perceived object, as already meaningful. This is not only true of perception but of his chosen models such as the
musical aesthetic: both are always already ‘traditionalized.’ Singing too is
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historical and cultural; even atonal music, in its attempts to break away from
traditional forms, depends upon the tradition of classical music (190).
The Phenomenology thus had ‘unknowingly’ brought Merleau-Ponty to
a philosophical impass. His commitments to an operative rationality had
not been adequately parsed at the conceptual level. As a result, the same
tension that he found in Husserl’s writings between phenomenology and
historicity, remained still at work in his own. And he slowly perhaps came
to recognize it. The later writings more openly involved an extended meditation on historical knowledge, its institution, and the interrelation between
experience and language.
The next time the concept of the intermonde emerges in Merleau-Ponty’s
text a transformation has occurred. The intermonde is not a contractual community but one of symbolic interactions and institutions, one that eludes
the model of a contract between agents (AD:198:200). As he put it in his
1951 inaugural lecture at the Collège de France, “Philosophy is in history,
and is never independent of historical discourse” (IPP:57). This alludes back
to The Phenomenology’s account of the cogito as a “cultural being” (369). It
would now be redeﬁned and developed without simple reference to a simple
founding, precultural, or silent cogito. First, as is evident in both of these
texts, Merleau-Ponty’s account of meaning is being developed in relation
to Sausssure’s diacritics; meanings and texts are not distinct intentional
productions but divergent cultural institutional events. Meaning always
arises against a signiﬁcative structure (AD:141:200). Like Saussure’s formal
(i.e. functional) account of the relation between speech and language, there
results a certain logic in contingency whose genesis belies simple parsing.
Instead, Merleau-Ponty claimed it “implies a conception of historical meaning which gets beyond the opposition of things versus consciousness” (IPP:54).
Here again the result is a “lived logic” albeit one that involves not simply the
silence of the perceived world. Instead it reveals (again, against a backdrop
of meaning already constituted) how the speaking subject bears witness
both in tone and style to his autonomy and “yet at the same moment, and
without contradiction, he is turned towards the linguistic community and
is dependent upon language” (IPP:55).
Such a lived logic is still understood as an intentional history—and
now explicitly with reference to Husserl’s Crisis. Husserl himself had traced
the emergence of the phenomenological cogito as a formation exhibiting “a
structural or cultural a priori,” a rational “tradition producing tradition out
of itself ” (K:371; 374). Moreover its intentionality emerges not in reﬂec-
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tion but precisely in an operative intentionality whose ultimate meanings
are not necessarily immanently or immediately available to its participants.
Indeed this was Husserl’s general claim, that “the true meaning of these
theories—the meaning which is genuine in terms of its origins remained
and had to remain hidden from the physicists” of Galilean science and its
successors (K:53). The constitutive meaning of these theories might remain
unconscious, requiring further analysis of its depths or sedimentation to
make its operative context (or lifeworld) manifest—and ultimately its originating transcendental bestowal. Still, philosophers from the beginning had
trouble with this account. Some, like Walter Biemel, simply adjudicated the
project of the Crisis period and its attempt to thematically grasp historicity
to be a failure.14 Beimel notes in a number of late manuscripts that Husserl
was still asking why philosophy should need history.
Merleau-Ponty’s 1951 own gloss on this issue is signiﬁcant:
It is a question here not of empirical history, which limits itself to the
gathering of facts on the one hand and texts on the other, but rather
of an “intentional history,” as Husserl called it, which, in a given assemblage of texts and works (un ensemble de texts et de travaux) tries
to discover their legitimate sense (le sens légitime) (PP:45).
This ensemble of texts and works is more than a simple intentional analysis
and a return to the silent perceptual sources. Meaning emerges through a
‘reading’ of (and as) a set or ensemble of texts. But it is equally thereby a
formal matter. Indeed the word ‘ensemble’ is an ambiguous one with formal
overtones, as in formal set theory (théorie des ensembles). Such formal connections had come to light not only in his discussion of constructivism in
scientiﬁc theory, as we have seen, but equally in his reading of Saussure. Thus
understood, meaning has both intentional (and historical) and structural
(and formal) implication. The account will involve less a return to the ‘pretext’ of the perceptual world than both an analysis of (received or sedimented)
surface meaning and its potential critical evaluation and transformation.
The same logic must then preclude an isolated intentional foundation (an
Urstriftung or Endstiftung). Merleau-Ponty denies their possibility when he
expliclty returns to lecture on Husserl’s “Origin of Geometry” just before his
death: “reactivation” of past meaning is always transitional, context speciﬁc
and transformational (HLP:32).
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The proximity of all this to more recent accounts stressing formal
coherence (eg. Foucault or Badiou in ‘continental’ philosophy, or Quine
and Sellars in ‘analytic’ philosophy) is doubtless evident—and I have deliberately stressed it. This too is part of the denial of Husserl’s ‘Kantianism’
and is another argument in which form and content are inseparable. This
is true not only ‘perceptually’ but conceptually: categorization too has its
‘functional’ ties. Moreover, while this was perhaps true of categorizations
linked to the forms (functions) of synthetic ﬁnite understanding in Kant,
it is surely true of the forms of language in Merleau-Ponty’s own post-Saussurian accounts. For the latter, individual speech acts (la parole) become
functionally (ie. formally) linked to language (la langue), an interplay of
the synchronic and the diachronic. Still, these formal links do not fully
exhaust (or determine) meaning, insofar as they neither prevent nor rule
out the possibility for transformation: here too the ’world’ is unﬁnished.
At the same time such proximity does not rule out intentional analysis or
its evidence. But it would entail that knowledge is situated or bound (and
again ‘complicated’) by coherence in ways that the classical phenomenological approaches had denied.
Husserl claimed an unrestricted or “unbound” range for transcendental
“unbounded” ideality. Merleau-Ponty had denied this of perceptual knowing (which is never in full possession of itself ) and here he is denying it
of ideality (and its knowledge) as well. Glossing Saussure (but surely with
Husserl’s account of motivation as the foundation of the phenomenology
of reason in mind) he states, the intentional involves a “domain of the relatively motivated: nothing rational can be found therein unless it is derived
from some mode of chance which has been taken up and elaborated as the
means of systematic expression by the community of speaking subjects”
(CAL:100).15 To put it simply; if Merleau-Ponty began by saying that there
is a “surplus of the signiﬁed over the signifying” (390), he had come to see
that it was also true that there is “an excess of signiﬁed by the signiﬁer (that
is) essential to ‘reason’” (VI:168).
But critically, if Merleau-Ponty had declared that philosophy is an
historical discourse (and that consequently all philosophical coherence, qua
coherence, involves the history of philosophy), he had equally denied that
philosophy could be reduced to simple historical analysis. In the Working
Notes to The Visible and the Invisible, Merleau-Ponty explores the conﬂuence of history and philosophical coherence. He denies Martial Geuroult’s
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attempt to reduce philosophy to the simple analysis of problems and their
solutions. If he had already acknowledged that we arrive at the cogito’s
conclusion by following Descartes’ argument (the Cogito parlé, versus the
Cogito tacite) he denies reducing its experience to a strictly inferentialist
account, an account that strictly distinguishes the “that” and the “what,”
the historical and the factual. The result has inferential implications but
also emerges experientially as part of a history of intentional “implication”
and “historical motivations” (VI:185 198). Indeed, at stake is “the truth of
Descartes, but on condition that one reads between the lines” (VI:188).
Doing so acknowledges that the intentional depths of sedimented history
may not only accompany but overdetermine propositional analysis: hence,
the proximity of ‘psychoanalysis’ in the later writings. We must then “follow
them in their problems (Geuroult) –but their problems within the problem
of being.” And to do this one proceeds according to “the history operative in
us” (VI:198). Alluding again to the structural ﬁeld in which history would be
constituted, he states, this sedimented history is articulated within a speciﬁc
“interrogative ensemble” (VI:187). Still, what does this entail?
An article, “Operative Concepts in Husserl’s Phenomenology,” by
Eugen Fink, greatly inﬂuenced Merleau-Ponty. There Fink had already
stressed an operative history that subtended and shadowed Husserl’s own
conceptual development. He wondered moreover whether such a ‘shadow’
weren’t operative in all philosophy.16 On this view no philosophy can be
viewed simply as a set of inferences. Instead, as Kant had already realized,
ﬁnite rationality involves an interplay of subjective and objective horizons.17
In Merleau-Ponty’s terms, the rational always involves the interplay between
(already constituted) structures and signiﬁcation (429). In that case a purely
inferential account devoid of experiential depth would be equally illusory;
presupposing the operative and intuitional or observational contexts both
accompanying and articulated through discourse itself.18
The theoretical import for phenomenology of all this is the following: while ‘overdetermining’ propositional accounts such operative
intentionality is neither the ground of their meaning nor necessarily their
ultimate meaning. The rational extends beyond any experience as both its
development and its justiﬁcatory ‘network,’ a tradition that is not simply
experiential but conceptual. The concepts of this development cannot be
simply reduced to their simple perceptual ‘meaning.’ Indeed, as has been
seen, he had acknowledged that one always take up a perceptual tradition.
Of course, it does not follow that experience and concept go separate ways,
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either. There remains a constant zig-zag between experience and concept,
an event Husserl’s Crisis’ historical perspective described, in accord with the
archive of dialectic, as a Wechelspiel in which “relative clariﬁcation on one
side brings some elucidation on the other” (K:58). Yet Husserl believed that
the reduction would suﬃciently intervene here, that reﬂective experience
itself might simply constitute objectivity rather than being generated in its
midst, as if the concept of ‘experience’, too, were not conceptually embedded and historically developed.
Why does the appeal to the body or to embodied practices augment
such situated knowledge? The answer that the body (or that embodied experience) simply founds the latter as an independently or purely accessed
presence has eroded. The notion that we have simple conceptual (‘indexical’)
access to immanent bodily-present evidence remained everywhere part of
the myth of ‘analytic reﬂection.’ Clearly Merleau-Ponty was not denying
that we have non-conceptual or preconceptual experiential contents. It is
true: sometimes words fail me, but sometimes I fail them in insuﬃciently
following their conceptual implication. Both must be kept in mind, since
his commentators have often been forced into antinomies: as a result they
are forced either to retreat to the silence of the Husserlian world or to the
‘poststructuralist’ claim that there is nothing outside the text. The relation
between such an “extended notion of perception” and its conceptualiation is
more complex (40). Experience is an event from which we are neither closed
oﬀ nor epistemically (i.e. adequately) self-enclosed. It involves a conceptual
history and the event such a conceptual history opens up—precisely in accord with what Husserl had called the ﬂieiszende character of “adumbrated
motivation.”
Thus understood, the concept of experience is, to speak Nietzschean,
an “explosive concept” in mining an operative intentionality that always
accompies the conceptual (HPL:42). It is in this sense for example that
Emmanuel Levinas pairs Husserl and Nietzsche in his own reworking of
the history of philosophy, a certain development that relies upon the term
‘experience’s tacit interplay between equivocity and univocity, the old and
the new.19 Such speculations are as “experimental” as they are historical,
reaﬃrming with Heidegger (among others) the semantic and conceptual
proximities between experience and experiment in the history of science,
both transformations on the Greek ‘experiri.’20 But then phenomenology
cannot be a simple return to origins: no theoretical language is innocent.
The phenomenologist ultimately claims that ‘phenomenology’ involves both
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a concept and an historically generated experience. As Merleau-Ponty put
it, the origin is not simply behind us to be repossessed in a Rucksfrage: “the
originary goes in several directions, and philosophy must acccompany this
break-up, this non-coincidence, this diﬀerentiation” (VI:124).
Husserl’s mistake was to think that the Lebenswelt was a determinate
realm that deﬁed, but at the same time reductively contained, all theoretical
description. The opposite was the case: any ‘description’ of the Lebenswelt is
always historically generated and embedded. Granted Husserl’s strong claim,
this is why it looked to most of his rivals like just a renewal of Aristotelianism. Merleau-Ponty himself responded to such charges that the lived body
is not a besouled organism but a body “for us” (IP:166).
If this means that the observations of phenomenology are as historically incarnate (or “theory laden”) as any other, how are we to understand
all this? The semantic space opened by experience itself articulates the
écart or diﬀerence between structure and signiﬁcance. Said otherwise, in
Heideggerean terms, the diﬀerence at stake between the ontic and the
ontological exceeds simple conceptual delimitation: this is what makes
experience an ‘explosive’ concept with respect to its historical origins. This
is also what makes Merleau-Ponty’s continuing references for the need for
a phenomenology of ‘phenomenology’ more than a tautalogous statement,
an “inﬁnite task” always historically ‘regulated’ by its structural coherence,
its Vorhabe (e.g. 365).
The response of his 1946 defense of The Phenomenology to the charge
of the inadequacies of such a perceptual standpoint was the following:
Phenomenology could never have come about before all the other
philosophical eﬀorts of the rationalist tradition, nor prior to the construction of science. It measures the distance between our experience
and this science. (PP:29)
This measuring is none other than the zig-zag Husserl had described throughout his works, beginning with the Logical Investigations. Its ‘Wechselspiel’ is
still invoked in the Krisis as its historical methodology, ultimately intended
still to be surpassed in the pure eidetics of the Wesensschau. As much as he
had denied its purity, Merleau-Ponty, too, continued to invoke such a Wesensschau, tying it to history and to language. We are reminded again that
the Wesensschau for him remained a kind of reading. The ‘measuring’ that
phenomenology undertakes in the above passage is intrinsic to the experi-
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ence that accompanies the conceptual: phenomenology (as the articulation
of its possibility) is never anything more than such a ‘measuring.’ It need
not involve a ‘category mistake’ as Husserl’s advocates (following Natorp)
had charged when they deﬁned the experiential syntax that articulated the
Wesensschau to be simply a linguistic (‘grammatical’) eﬀect of the natural
language. As Merleau-Ponty stated in the Sorbonne lectures:
It is possible for me to believe that I am seeing an essence when, in
fact, it is not an essence at all but merely a concept rooted in language,
a prejudice whose apparent coherence reduces merely to the fact that I
have become used to it through habit. The best way of guarding against
this danger would be to admit that, though a knowledge of facts is
never suﬃcient for grasping an essence and though the construction of
“idealizing ﬁctions” is always necessary, I can never be sure that my vision of an essence is anything more than a prejudice rooted in language
—if it does not enable me to hold together all the facts that are known
and which may be brought into relation with it (PP:75).
How is all this possible? First, because the rationality at stake is not
foundational (or foundationally static) but genetic. How is that possible
if it still remains confounded with a linguistic horizon? It opens upon a
motivated series that in turn enables “idealizing ﬁctions.” It involves again
a complicated experience that protentionally extends beyond perception in
the narrow sense through the “thickness of duration” (40). How is all this
possible as bound to a linguistic horizon? All usage is not only conventional
but the variation of a convention, and which, seen from the conceptual side,
proceeds according to what he called at one point in his later lectures “the
hypothesis of non-language” (HLP:39). It is important to see that such a
hypothesis emerges not before language but as its historical (ﬁctional) Enstiftung, to use Husserl terms—to speak Kantian, a synthesis in indeﬁnitum.
This phenomenology then involves not simply a return to a perceived
silence. It is equally a mining of the silence on the “hither side” of ideas
and is generated, like all such post-Kantian accounts, through “productive
imagination” (192). Here perhaps we should mark Merleau-Ponty’s citations.
Again the latter is said to be “an art hidden in the depths of the human soul,
one which like any art is known only by its results” (429). The operative
body synthesis is indeed then a “schema of all possible being, a universal
setting in relation to the world” (429). This is no more a return to innatism
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than it was to naturalism: “we do not, following Kant, understand thereby
a system of invariant relations to which everything would be subject in so
far as it can be known.” It involves a ﬂuid typology or ‘style’ generated again
through the sequence of events (328). He came increasingly to think that
such variations emerge only through an historical imaginary and the structure of an historical or cultural “historical imagination” (AD:17; IP:163n).
Thus the body synthesis takes place not simply at an independent level, but
through an “operative imaginary, which is part of our institution, and which
is indispensable for the deﬁnition of Being itself ” (VI:85). Being, that is,
becomes articulated, that is, as a ﬂieszende typic beyond and between its
cultural or institutional types. If Merleau-Ponty had originally thought of the
tacit or lived cogito as “the condition of the reading of the cogito (condition
du Cogito lu),” we have argued, for the sake of this Wechsel itself, that this
condition would make no sense outside of the reading itself, the historical
and inferential structure that opens up such an experience (402).
This Wechselspiel was continuously referred by Merleau-Ponty to Kant’s
third Critique as a cohesion before the concept, albeit one we have argued
erupts only from within a certain conceptual matrix. Merleau-Ponty likewise came to see, “there is no vision without the screen,” yet not without
‘envisoning’ its excess or possibility (VI:150). For Merleau-Ponty, this linked
it not only to the harmonies of reﬂective judgement but the creative transformations (and deformations) of the work of art. Not in the literal sense;
the speaking that ‘sings the world’ is not a literal ‘singing’ after all, which
is why the translators took the liberty of placing it in scare quotes. It is not
simply or readily conceptually expoundable either: the point of the aesthetic
‘analogue’ was a metaphor, after all. As Sellars once remarked, the question
of analogy is as important in science as it is in theology.21 In this regard,
both the aesthetic and the philosophical are similarly rationally motivated
experiences. They share in commmon the exploration of this imaginative
potential, the movement of ‘essentialization.’
As philosophers of science have long understood, metaphor has a role
to play in science as well.22 It seems particularly diﬃcult to incorporate
Merleau-Ponty’s expressivism on this point: his metaphor of singing the
world seems to have lost the inferental role of conceptual content in the
Phenomenology (187). He admits that “former acts of expression, establish
between speaking subjects a common world, to which the words being actually uttered in their novelty refer as does the gesture to the perceptible world”
(186). By including the poetic and emotional aspects of the word we are
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to see that “words, vowels, and phonemes are so many ways of singing the
world,” that prior expressions are thus to be understood as a “keyboard of
acquired meanings” (186-7). Still, he ultimately realized that language could
not be suﬃciently accounted for simply as the eﬀect of natural expressivity,
or a founding gesture through which I seize the possibilities of the linguistic
keyboard “in an undivded act which is as short as a cry.” (186). Such a “cry”
again would underlie language like the tacit cogito in “extreme situations.”
He ultimately understood instead that the idea that “beneath our stammerings there is a golden age of language in which words once adhered to the
objects themselves” would have to be foregone (Prose:6).
How is all this still phenomenological if it has continually insisted
on exhanging immanence for transcendence, intuition for concept: if the
transcendental ﬁeld, has become structured through “a ﬁeld of transcendencies” (VI:172)? Merleau-Ponty has ﬁnally removed phenomenology from
static intuition or “analytic reﬂection.” Phenomenology has moved from
an insight into essence to a reading, as Merleau-Ponty put it, “holding all
the facts together.” It involves less a science of ultimate foundations than a
practice, in accord with Husserl’s “science of inﬁnite task,” a ﬁeld of exploration and continual reﬁnement. The reasons for phenomenology’s being
“unﬁnished,” its “inachèvement” are internal to it. The claim is no longer
that phenomenology makes ultimate sense of it all, but only of that which
can’t make sense without it. Even its fundamental intentional relation, Fundierung, could no longer be understood foundationally but would be seen
as a “bidirectional” relation (simultaneity) in which concept and intuition
are mutually implicated and complicated or “intertwoven” (HLP:54).23
Finally, the insistence on lived experience, on situated knowing, involves
less the occasion for essential insight into our conceptual foundations than a
lived dimension that accompanies all knowledge, an operative (and oneiric)
ﬁeld that facilitates its understanding —and perhaps, more importantly, its
critical transformation.
Now it will still be replied that the articulations of phenomenology are
not explanatory; they remain in this regard both without external justiﬁcation and tautologous, as Husserl’s detractors had argued. Husserl referred
to his account of genetic phenomenology as explanatory and took it in this
regard to be a suﬃcient response to objections like Natorp’s (PAS:631). It
isn’t: phenomenological descriptions are descriptions and, no diﬀerent from
any other description, they remain insuﬃcient on their own. The same must
be said of chains of decriptions (genetic descriptions). This is precisely why
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Merleau-Ponty stated early on that “until phenomenology becomes genetic
phenomenology, unhelpful reversions to causal thought and naturalism will
remain justiﬁed” (126). But how does a genetic account help Husserl? Why
would he think that more ‘chains’ of sequential description “explained”
anything? Moreover, why does Merleau-Ponty think there is more to be said
here? He knows that more than simply ‘phenomenological’ facts are at stake.
His claim is that phenomenology is justiﬁed to the extent that it assists us in
holding the facts together: it enables “me to hold together all the facts which
are known and which may be brought into relation with it” (PP:75).
Merleau-Ponty has given up on phenomenology as a strictly foundational science in order to articulate phenomenology as part of our conceptual history and coherence, a situated knowing and a situated knowledge.
If phenomenological descriptions are not explanations (neither strictly
apodicitic nor ‘scientiﬁc’) this does not preclude their playing a justiﬁed role
within our web of beliefs. They get their justiﬁcation, after all, not simply
by appealing to direct facts perhaps inaccessible in any other sense, but also
by reading between the lines of our received knowledge and by ‘measuring’
and articulating their “sense-history.” The latter is not simply a matter of
static description, but a matter of articulating an inferential and experiential
(motivated) genesis. This is precisely how Merleau-Ponty ultimately characterized our engagement of Descartes’ cogito, as the task of investigating the
history and the experience that we are. Thus understood, phenomenology
is precisely this endless transitional synthesis (Uebergangsynthese) between
situated knowledge and situated knowing, its Wechselspiel. We are reminded
of Heidegger’s forward to Husserl’s The Phenonomenology of Inner Time
Consciuousness: “even today, this term ‘intentionaliy’ is no all-explanatory
word but one which designates a central problem” or his understanding of
the transcendental schematism as exploratory.24
Here we can ﬁnally adjudicate the Phenomenology’s appeal to Kant’s
third Kritik, with its aﬃrmation of a harmony between imagination and
sensation (in the case of the beautiful) “which is without any concept”
(xvii). This appeal remained onesided. It retrieved only one moment of the
Kantian aesthetic. As a result the account lacked the Wechselspiel of intuition
and concept, identity and diﬀerence or écart—and thus the experience of
the sublime (Husserl’s moment of withdrawal or “cancellation”).25 Here
again Merleau-Ponty’s early account perhaps remained overly static. It
insuﬃciently acknowledged the genetic interplay of identity and diﬀerence
through which, beyond the simple opposition of concept and intuition, we
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articulate the development from the implicit to the explicit. He ultimately
came to further understand it as ‘reading’ itself.26
Gadamer once claimed that in the third Kritik, Kant had recaptured
the ancient problem of being as analogia entis.27 In retrospect, this retrieval
is underway in Merleau-Ponty’s itinerary too. It remains at stake in the
transcendence he had encountered both in the event of the lived body and
our embodied or operative practices more generally—even at their most
theoretical. That was the point of his criticism of modern thought.
Writing fast in the wake of the Positiviststreit everywhere, “Eye and
Mind” proclaimed somewhat mournfully that in the modern world “nothing
is left of the oneiric world of analogy” (PP:171). As Sellars himself observed
in responding to the positivist myth of the given, this was not simply true:
science too (analogically) creates a new language (“a new way of schematizing categories”) in order to redescribe (and explain) the old.28 Husserl too
sought to understand himself as the true positivist (I:39). Merleau-Ponty
insisted that our ‘realisms’ are temporal—though real nonetheless: the point
is that our ‘hold’ on Being, like that of the lived body its world, is never “all
embracing” (297). What is ‘poetic’ even in science is the problem to which
Merleau-Ponty alluded: the conceptualization and reconceptualization of
the particular (the ‘world’ we encounter). Such an experience, as Kant’s third
Kritik outlined, exceeds conceptual (or linguistic) determinability and yet
(problematically) provokes conceptuality.29 Hence again the musical ﬁgure
that Merelau-Ponty hoped at one point still might capture all this, that in
language we ‘sing the world.’
We must conclude that on its own phenomenology is not explanatory. It attains no explanatory ‘role’—certainly not that of determining our
concepts—without being brought together with the facts and their history.
The relation of structure and sense remains. When phenomenology has been
brought into relation with the facts (or explanatory nexus) then the ﬁgurative character of its articulemes can appear as metaphors. In Heidegger’s
terms, it thus renders their hermeneutic “als” explicit. This is even true of
the aesthetic articulemes perhaps most dear to Merleau-Ponty: even those
regarding the melodic character of the body schema.30
This is not to cheapen metaphor or to claim that the explanatory
account simply exhausts its meaning. The metaphorical overdetermines
literal reduction: this too is part of the legacy of the ‘analogical’ character of
theory (HLP:65). It problematizes an event (our being-in-the-world) that
remains both theoretically and phenomenologically irreducible. We can
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see how Merleau-Ponty’s commentators become conﬂicted over the result.
No explanation exhausts this event. Yet it is wrong to say that it belies explanation, that it cannot be articulated in conjunction with the facts. Like
being-in-the-world, singing the world is something we will never exhaust.
It has its reason inherent to it, and yet it is not without expressive history,
conceptual implication, physiological or neurological connection.
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